
ALBUQUERQUE, NM - One locally-owned manufacturing company has used its creativity, innovation, and
resources to develop a new mask product that will allow users to replace the filter/fabric on their own.  The
Guardian PPE is the product actively produced by New Mexican hands that could potentially reach
thousands across the country as people seek to protect themselves during the COVID-19 crisis. 
 
John Groth, owner, and his employees have been working tirelessly to design this functional mask that
allows for a replaceable fabric/filter. This is an alternative to other fabric-only DIY masks. 
 
Groth comes from a long line of "makers" and has been manufacturing various composite and rubber
components for over 25 years. The recent global crisis of COVID-19 has challenged John Groth and his team
to develop a creative solution called The Guardian PPE. The Guardian is a mask made of rubber that is
reusable and can be disinfected. In only a few short weeks, the product has been manufactured, and is now
for sale with a patent pending. 
 
Groth states, "I'm solving a problem. This crisis has been pushed out to innovators and manufacturers in our
society and I was able to come up with a potential solution to the problem." This product was birthed after
Groth began asking important questions like, "What about you and me? What about the average Joe? Where
does he get a mask? What about the people that can't afford a mask when they become available?"
 
Groth is passionate about American manufacturing and more than ever, he is noting the importance of
keeping our manufacturing as local as possible. Groth notes the issues of relying solely on offshore supply
chains. Groth says, "Why do many offshore countries have masks? Because they make them in their country.
Why don't Americans have masks? Because Americans don't make them."
 
The product can be purchased online at theguardianppe.com. Additionally, essential organizations and
companies are encouraged to look into providing their employees with a product that may help minimize
the spread of airborne viruses. We are seeing that a majority of essential workers aren't using anything to
cover their nose and mouth on the job. Right now, there is a shortage of protective masks nationwide. 
 
The first 100 masks will be donated to the Albuquerque Police Department to help one of the city's most
essential departments.  Southwest Composite Works believes that everyone deserves protection. 
 
Visit swcompositeworks.com or theguardianppe.com for more information about the product. 
 
Contact: John Groth with Southwest Composite Works 
Phone: 505-237-9883 
Email: john@swcompositeworks.com
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